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.exception, peia 8e6s y idojv /ecu Tij68ev avBpa cawoai). Attic verse affords some certain examples,
--all in negative sentences, or in questions when (as here) a negative answer is expected. So Aesch.
P. V. 291 00 (ariv Tf I fidfava fioipav feiptai/j. 77 roC Other instances are Aesch. Ch. 172, 595: Ag. 620:
Eur. Ah. 52. Our passage is undoubtedly another genuine instance, and the attempts to alter it (see
cr. n.) are mistaken. Attic prose, on the other hand, supplies no trustworthy example: in most of
those which are alleged dv should be supplied. I have discussed this question in 0. C, Appendix on v.
170, p. 273.--Men may overstep their due limits: but no such virepfiaala can restrict the power of
Zeus. He punishes the encroachment. 6O6 The MS. iravroyiip os is unquestionably corrupt. Sleep,
the renewer of vigour, could not be...
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The book is fantastic and great. it was writtern really perfectly and useful. I discovered this pdf from my i and dad suggested this book to learn.
-- Dr . Cor die Upton III
A whole new e book with a new point of view. This is certainly for all those who statte there had not been a well worth looking at. I am just very easily could
get a delight of looking at a created pdf.
-- Hyma n Goyette
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